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Earth is currently in transition from a mostly rural to a mostly urban planet, with more than half of the world population now living in cities. In the 19th century a substantial increase in urbanisation started in Europe (Antrop 2004) reaching about 82% in 2010 (United Nations 2013). With urbanisation the massive human built-up environment becomes a significant factor influencing both local and global climate (Landsberg 1981; Kalnay and Cai 2003). The substitution of natural materials with artificial ones alters some optical and thermal characteristics of the natural environment. In particular, in urban environments, albedo, the ratio of reflected radiation from a surface to incoming solar radiation reaching the same surface, is lower than in a rural landscape (Brest 1987). The decrease in the natural albedo due to urbanisation causes a further energy imbalance on Earth’s energy budget, contributing to an increase in radiative forcing as well as to an urban-induced warming at different scales. In contrast, the increase in urban albedo surfaces, such as pavements and rooftops, can contribute to counteract the increase in regional and local temperature (Menon et al. 2010). Urban albedo increase has already been encouraged in various cities, for instance in New York (USA) where local laws (2011) mandate the increase in rooftop albedo to reduce the urban heat island effect and hence, for example, reduce stress from summer heat waves. On a regional scale, the European Commission supports urban albedo modifications with the Cool Roofs project that aims to diffuse bright roofs instead of the traditional dark ones (Cool Roofs 2013).

However, the project’s aim does not provide any geographical distinction for the wide increase in urban albedo. To enable decision makers to prioritise interventions and development of science-based policies, we evaluate the mitigation potential of albedo increase across a sample of the most populous European cities. Through the peculiar climatological and morphological characteristics of each city we obtained a geographically explicit consideration of the increase in albedo. To quantify the potential decrease in instantaneous radiative forcing by albedo increases, climatological data, such as clearness index and incoming solar radiation at the top of the atmosphere, were retrieved from satellite sources (NASA 2013). The data about the urban morphology – such as the amount of urban surface for transport, for residential uses and for commercial activities – were retrieved from Eurostat (2013). Both marginal and total mitigation potential by albedo modifications were calculated for each city.

First, we investigated the local instantaneous potential decrease in radiative forcing of 145 European cities – i.e., their responsiveness. The increase in albedo is potentially two times more effective in southern European cities than in other regions. This is as a result of two factors: low cloudiness (clearness index) and high solar radiation in Southern Europe. The clearness index is on average higher in Scandinavian cities than in northern-central European ones, while the incoming solar radiation is lower in Scandinavian cities. Surprisingly then the mean increase in unitary albedo is slightly more effective in the sample of Scandinavian cities we...
considered than in the central-northern European ones. The responsiveness in Scandinavian cities is about 46 W m\(^{-2}\), and 45 W m\(^{-2}\) in northern-central European cities.

Second, we included urban morphological characteristics into our analysis, investigating 55 of the 145 cities. Understanding the urban morphology of each city, we were able to calculate the total potential increase in urban average albedo. In accordance with published literature (e.g., Akbari et al. 2009), a feasible increase in albedo is assumed: 0.15 for pavements and 0.25 for rooftops. The effects of the so-called ‘non-initial radiative forcing’ derived by the increase in urban albedo – for instance evapotranspiration – were excluded in our calculation.

A fine-grained look at the data reveals that a restricted number of metropolitan areas have six times higher albedo-related mitigation potential than most other cities: Athens, Lisbon, and Ruhr. These three metropolitan areas are in different geographical regions. The potential of Athens in decreasing radiative forcing is mainly due to the high incoming solar radiation while the urban morphology reveals limited potential for modifications. Lisbon is also characterised by a high incoming solar radiation and a high potential in the increase in the average urban albedo, even though by the smallest surface. In Ruhr, high total surface and the urban morphology allows a high increase in the average urban albedo.

The effect on local climate, i.e., the mitigation of the urban heat island, is mainly dependent on the potential increase in the average urban albedo, significantly interacting with local urban morphology characteristics.

The analysis conducted shows that, depending on one of the other characteristics (geographical, climatological or morphological), the increase in albedo in several cities characterised by different structures can actively contribute to mitigate the urban-induced warming at local and global scales. The local effect mitigating urban heat stress, having an order of magnitude between 0.3-0.9 degrees Kelvin, is more relevant and could spur local action.

The increase in urban albedo is a viable contribution to mitigation and adaptation strategies. It can be easily integrated in urban and building maintenance plans, the results being economically feasible since it would not require any additional public investment. In addition, the time necessary for the transition to higher albedo cities would be reasonable compared to other mitigation strategies. The main findings of this study provide information for policymakers and planners for the future transformation of the urban and natural landscape. The findings can be useful for shaping science-based policies as well as for the prioritisation of urban actions in European cities. Since the effect of the albedo modification can involve different scales, the results of this study point to a debate about the role of the harmonisation of local actions with national and regional ones.
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